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Decision 97-10-029 October 9, 1997 

Moited 

ocr 1 4 1997 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Order Instituting Rulemaking on the Commission's 
Own Motion into Compelition (or Local Exchange 
Service. 

Order Instituting Investigation on the 
Commission's Own Motion into Competition (or 
Local Exchange ServiCe. 

OPINION 

Introduction 

R.95-04-O-t3 
(Filed April 26, 1995) 

1.95-04-044 
(Filed April 26, 1995) 

By this decision, we resolve certain outstanding issues relating to the provision 

of interim number portabilit)' (lNP). Specifically, we address the changes which are 

appropriate in our adopted procedures for the recovery of service-provider INP costs to 

conform to the rutes adopted by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). \Ve 

also rule upon the pending Petition for Modification of Decision (D.) 96-04-052 (the 

Decision), filed by Pacific Ben (Pacific), in which the effects of the fCC rules on INP cost 

recovery arc raised. \Ve likewise address outstanding issues concerning the provision 

of INP using certain network functionalilies associated with Direct Inward Dialing 

(DID). 

I. Cost Recovery of INP on a Competitively Neutral BasIs 

A. Background 

In D.96-04-052, the Commission adopted wholesale rates (or Pacific's 

Dirl'Ctory Number Call Forwarding (DNCF) service and GTE California Incorpor~ltcd's 

(GTEC) Scrvice Provider Number Portability service (SPNP). DNCF is P?cific's 

designation and SPNP is GTEC's designation (or an INP wholes<lle service to 

competitive loeaJ carriers (CLCs) based on the end·office-switch functionality that is 

also used to provide end-user Hemote Call Forwarding (RCF) service. Pacinc's and 
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GTEC's current tariffs place the entire charge for INP directly on those CLCs whose 

customers POlt their telephone numbers. 

Subsequent to April 10, 1996. the date of the issuance of this Decision, the 

FCC adopted rules on INP,' specifically addressing guidelines that the states mllst 

Co1l0lY in mandating cost recovery mechanisms for currently available nurnber

portability methods in conformance with the 1996 Telecommunications Act (Act). 

f ' 

Specifically, Section 252(e} of the Act states that: 

The cost of establishing ... number portability shall be borne by all 
It/C(Ol!IIJlIIlljcaliol1s (arritTs 011 a (ompelilit'ely n(ulral basis as 
deterrnined by the [FCC]. 

The FCC in its Order concluded that Section 251(e)(2) of the 1996 Act 

mandates a deparlure from general cost-causation principles. \ ... ·hereby the purchaser of 

a service must pay (or the cosl of proViding the service. Portability Order, a11131. The 

FCC expressly ruled that: 

\Vith respe<t to number portability, Congress has directed that we 
depart frorn cost causation principles if ne<:essary in order to adopt a 
IIcompetitive neutralU standard, because number portability is a 
network funclion that is required for a carrier to compete with the 
carrier that is already serving a customer. Depending on the 
technology used, to price number portabHity on a cost causative basis 
could defeat the purpose (or which it was mandated. (Portability 
Order, at 11 131.) 

Moreover, the FCC ruled that any cost-recovery mechanism that requires 

new entritnts to bear all of the costs of portability d()('s not comply \\·ith Section 2S2(e} of 

the 1996 Act. POltability Order, at ~ 138 ("imposing the full incremental cost of number 

portability solely on new entr.1nls would contravene the st.ltutory mandate that all 

carriers share the cost of number portability"). 

I In the MaUer of Telephone Number Portability, CC Docket No. 95-116, First Report and Order 
And Further Notice 01 Proposcd Rulemaking. retc.,sOO July 2, 1996. (Portability Order.) 
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The FCC provided that a competitively nculr,,1 cost (ecovery mechanism 

must mcct two criteria: first, it "should not give one servke provider an appreciable, 

increment") cost advantage OYer another service provider, when competing Cor a 

speciCic subscriber"; aild second, it "should not have a disparate effect on the ability of 

competing service providers to eam normal returils on their investment." 

The FCC concluded that a variety of approaches essentially comply with 

their "competitively neutral" criteria and set out {our methods which states (ould 

adopt. 

1 .. The formula used. by NYNEX and Rochester- Telephone that 
establishes a~ annual charge assessed by the incunlbent local 
exchange carrier (LEC) to the new entrants, based on each new 
carrier's number of ported numbers relative to the total number 
of working telephorte numbers in the local servkearea. 

2. A (ost re<ov('fy mcehanismbased on thcratio of a carrier's 
number of active teJephone lines (or numbers or customers) to the 
total number of active lelephone·lines (or nurnbers or customers) 
ina service area. 

3. A cost recovery mechanism based on telecommunications 
carriers' gross revenues net of charges paid to other carriers. 

4. A cost recovery mechanism that requires each carriet to pay tor 
Us own costs of ILNP 

In the I'ortability Orderl the FCC also declared that: 

The costs of currently available number portability are the 
incrimental costs incurred by a LEe to transfer numbers initially and 
subsequently forward calls to new service providers using eXisting 
RCF, DID, or other comparable measures.ld." 129 (emphasis 
added). 

Incremental ~ost is thNcfore the benchmark mandated by the FCC 

(or measuring portability costs. 

On August 28, 1996, Pacific moo a Petition to Modify Decision 96-04-052 

(the Decision). Pacific claims the Dt.'(ision must be modified to conform to INP cost 
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rcco\'ery rules subsequently adopted by the FCC. Since the INP rates ordered in the 

Decision arc based 01\ the direct embedded costs (DEC) tess avoided retail costs and arc 

charged only to the CLCs requiring INP, Pacific believes that this recovery method docs 

not conform to any of the FCC's approved competitively neutral cost-recovery 

mechanisms. 

By Adminisfrath'e Law Judge (At]) ruling dated September 30,1996, 

COmn\ents were solicited iron, parties regarding ,,,,'hat changes should be made in 0.96-

04-052 to conform to the FCC Portability Order. By ruling dated September 13, 1996, 

parlles were directed to consolidate these comments with their responses to Pacific's 

Petition to Modify D.96-04-052. 

Consolidated comments ",,'ere filed on (ktober 8, 1996, and reply comments 

were filed on October 18, 1996, in response to the ALJ ruling. Parties filing comments on 

INP issues included the following: 

• Pacific 

·GTEC 

• Califomia Telecommunications Coalition (Coalition) 

• Office of Ratepayer Ad\'~ates (ORA) 

• Sprint Conununications (Sprint) 

• MFS Intdenet of California (MFS) 

• Tel~ommunications R~sellers Association (TRA) 

B. Positions af Parties 

Pacific recommends the recovery of lNP costs be b.'scd upon an 

allocation of costs in proportion (0 each carrier's tofal gross re\'enues less charges paid 

to and r('(eived by other carriers, to be consistent with the FCC's competitively neutral 

criteria. Pacific belie\'es the amount to be r~o\'ered should be the incremental costs it 

reported in the Open Access and Network Architecture Dcvctopnwnt (OANAD) 

proceeding. Once the incrementa) costs associated with DNCF have been allocated to all 

telecommunications providers, Pacific proposes that they be r('(overed through an 

end-user surcharge. 
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Pacific recommends that 0.96-04-052 be modified to remove the 

specific rates adopted (or its ONCF service and substitute a recovery procedure based 

on its propOscd gross-revenue·alloeation methodoJog}' with an end-user surcharge for 

cost r('(overy. 

GlEC doubts that Pacific's propOsal in its Petition to Modify 0.96-04-

052 would result in a competitively neutral method of cost recovery. Pacific suggests 

that /lINI-' costs be allocated in proportion to each carrier's total gross revenues less 

charges paid to and received by other carriers,1i to be collected through an end· user 

surcharge. (Petition, pp. 2·3.) GlEe argues that spreading INP Cost across CLCs and 

LECs on such a basis and imposing an end-user surcharge (or recover}' of these 

amounts will result in a disprOpOrtionate surcharge to customers of different carriers_ 

Each carrier's customer base size is dif(eren.t and not n.ecessarily proportionate with the 

gross revenue. Pacific's proposal will cause different end-uscr surcharges for each 

carrier, advantaging some carriers with a lower per customer surcharge and 

disadvantaging those with a higher per customer surcharge. GlEC contends this 

disparity frustrat('s the obligation to create a compelitivcly neutral mechanism. 

GTEC argues that no further consideration on INt' pricing and cost 

recovery is necessary. GTEC believes that the Commission has already complied with 

the FCC's Portability Order by requiring in D.96-04-052 that GlEC and Pacific file 

tariffs reflecting the available INP methods and rates. GlEC believes that allowing the 

carriers to charge each other reciprocally their tariffed ratC's (or INP will permit each 

c.urier to recover a portion of its respective costs and will maintain competitive 

neutrality. 

If the Commission is persuaded that existing INP t.uiffs are not 

appropriate, GlEe supports the rtXovery of INP cost through a pooling and surcharge 

methodology, arguing that this approach will assure true neutrality. GlEC proposed 

such a rnethod to the FCC in its Petition (or Clarification and Reconsideration, CC 

Docket No. 96-116, fi!ed August 26,1996 (pp. 12-16). 

The pooling mechanism proposed by GlEC to the FCC includes the 

following char.teteristics. I~irst, all carriers would submit estimates of the cost of 
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providing INP. This industry cost would be used to determine the le\'el of (unding 

required (or a pool \\.'hich would be funded (rom two sources. The first source would be 

a uniform, mandatory charge on all local sen'ice customers. To be "competitively 

neutral," this charge would be: (I) explicitly identified as a separate line item for 

number portability on customer bills; (2) uniform across all local sen'ice customers; and 

(3) mandatory. The second source would be a per-call charge collected by interexchange 

carriers (IXCs) (rom customers of interexchange toll service. IXCs would be free to 

re(over these charges (rom their customers as they deem appropriate. 

GTEC believes this cost pooling mechanism satisfies the two cost 

recovery principles identified in the FCC Order 96-286. Because the end-user charge is 

identical for all customers, GTEC argues, cost pooling does not give one carrier an 

advantage over another. In addition" becaUSe costs are recoveted (rom end-users, not 

through inter-carrier payments, GTEC states that the cost pool would not disparately 

impact the ability of any carrier to earn a normal return. 

IE the Commission finds significant concerns raised by parties' 

proposed INP cost recovery n\ethods, GTEC suggests that resolution of the appropriate 

cost recovery methodology be the subject of workshops to identify all allernatives, 

examine more closely the mechanics of the various proposals, and possibly narrow the 

number of alternatives to be consiliered. 

The Coalition agrees that the Decision should be modified in order to 

conform to the FCC's" competitively neutral" criteria, but disagrees with Pacific 

conceming the proper alternative approach (or INP cost recovery. The FCC determined 

that a (ost recovery mechanism based on revenues should "assess a uniform percent'lge 

assessment on a carrier1s gross revenue /l's.s c/Ulrgl'S paid to olllu (aTlius." 

The Coalition claims that Pacific deviates significantly from the fCC 

Number Portability Order in that it proposes an allocation in proportion to each 

carrier1s total gross revenues paid to and rt'((;pt'd by other carriers. The Coalition argues 

this proposal contravenes the inlent o( the rcc Number Portability Order which 

nowhere suggests that any revenue adjustment should be made to reflect payments 

"received by" other carriers. \Vere Pacific to prevail in its proposed recovery method, 
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the cHect would be to ignore the sizable acccss revcnucs Pacific cnjoys by virtue of Us 

bottlcneck monopoly status. The Coalilion, therefore opposes, Pacific's proposal as an 

attempt on Pacific's part to significantly slash its rightful share of INP costs. 

The Coalition supports adoption of the principle that each carrier pays 

for its own costs of INP. The Coalition argues that this recovery method has dislinct 

advantages over alternative methods. Under this method, there- is nO need (or any 

determination of the cost of providing INP. In addition, this method eliminates the 

administrative butdenof all()('ating costs among many providers. Thus, there is no 

requirement (or adnlinistrative or regulatory oversight to collect or distribute revenues. 

Moreover, when each carrier is responsible (or irs own costs, the Coalition claims that 

the carriers have an incentive to minimize those costs by provisioning INP in the most 

efficient manner. 

Pacific opposes adoption of the fourth option presented in the FCC 

Report and Order which would require eath carrier to pay for its own INP costs, 

arguing that this option would not reduce Pacific's adrninistrative burden and nor 

alleviate the need to recover its costs, but \" .. ould only relieve the administrative burden 

forClCs. 

Pacific discounts the claimed advantage that, under the fourth option, 

there is no need (or any determination of the cost of providing INP. Pacific claims that, 

under the Local Compelition niles, while ClCs are not required to file (osts, Pacific stilt 

does, and has already filed the costs for its INP service offering in the OANAD 

proceeding. 

Since Pacific's ordering, billing, and other operational support systems 

have already been designed to process INP requests from ClCs, Pacific claims it has 

incurred significant costs. Currenlly, under the FCC order, Pacific is not authorized to 

charge for its INP service, and thus, Pacinc claims it c.mnot yet recover INP costs. Since 

the majority of numbers to be ported will be (rom Pacific to others, Pacific argues that it 

will incur (osts and administr.ltive burdens above and beyond those incurred by CLCs. 
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Pacific denies that haVing carriers absorb their own costs would provide an incentive to 

minimize costs by provisioning INP in a more efficient manner, since Pacinc has already 

expended the resoutc(>s nec(>ssary to implement DNef-. 

As an altemative to the recommendation that carriNS bear their own 

INP costs, some Coalition members recommend an apportionment of INP costs based 

on each carrier's share of assigned active telephone numbers. Other commenters (e.g., 

Airtouch, Sprint, and TRA) likewise favor an apportionment based on telephone 

numbers. TRA notes that using an allocator based. on revenues would assign cost 

responsibility without regard to the carrier's local servke activity. Among Coalition 

members, AT&T Communications of California, Inc. (AT&T), leG TelC\:om Group, Int. 

(ICG), MCI Telecommunications Corporation (MCI) , and The Utility Reform Network 

(TURN) agree \\tith TRA that it is not reasonable to assign responsibility lor recovery of 

number portability costs to carriers on a basis that does not bear some reasonable 

relationship to the level of activity in the local marketplace. 

Airtouch recognized that the fCC has not obHgated wireless carriers to 

provide number portability or recdve ported numbers through interim methods. 

AT&T, leG, MCI, and TURN agree with Airtouch that only carriers actually 

participating in INP and carriers deriving benefits lron't INP should bear the costs 

thereof. 

Sprint recommends that the Commission adopt a proportionate 

assessment of INP costs on all local exchange carriers based on active telephone 

numbers, with the caveat that this assessment be applied to local exchange carriers 

operating within the geographic areas where number porting occurs. Such a method 

would require this Commission to calculate its assessment based tlpol\ an incremental 

cost measure, as opposed to the DEC measure contained in D.96-04-052. AT&T, ICG, 

MCI, and TURN also agree with Sprint that the apportionment should be based on 

acHve telephone numbers, with the assessment applied to local exchange carriers 

opemting within the geographic area where number porting occurs. 
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Pacific argues that b"sing INP cost recovery on the number of active 

numbers is problematic because there is no correlation between the nUlnber of 

customcrs leaving a company and the actual reVenue lost when those customers leave. 

Pacific argues that~ if the Commission chooses to allocate INP ~osts 

based on a carrier's total number of active telephone numbers, it should be based on the 

number of numbers ported out per carrier and the number of numbers ported in per 

carrier. For example~ if Pacific loses 10 customers to another carrier, Pacific believes 

each carrier should share in the costs of providing INP to these 10 eustoniers. Unlike the 

allocation of INP costs baSed on active numbers Pacific believes that basing the 

a\location of costs on ported numbers has much n\ore relevance to cost causation and is, 

therefore, competith'ely neutral. 

MFS believes that alltelecommunicatlons carriers within California 

should contribute to a portability lund in direct proportion to their total net revenues 

(rom intrastate telecommunications operations, with an offset (or payments to other 

carriers (or intermediate telc(olllmunications services employed in the deJivery of retail 

services. 

lhe Coalition agrees with Pacific, MFS, Sprint, and GST that the 

appropriate costs to be recovered arc incremental costs associated with INP. The 

Coalition also agrees with MFS that Total Element Long-Run Incremental Cost 

{TELRIC} is the appropriate basis to determine incremental costs. In the absence of 

suitable TELRIC data, the Coalition agrees with Sprint that the Commission may be 

able to extract existing LRIC eslil\\ations (or INP from the OANAD pr()(eeding, rather 

than continue the eXisting DEC-based INP rates which were adopted in 0.96-04-052. 

ORA believes the cost-based rates ,,,"'hich the Commission adopted for 

reco"{'ring INP expenses meet only the second of the FCC's two criteria (i.e., preserving 

carriers' ability to earn a normal rate o( return). ORA d(){'s not believe, however, that 

cost-based rates meet the FCC's first criteria requiring competitive neutrality. 

Consequently, ORA recommends that the Con\mission n\odify thclNP r.ltes adopted in 

D.96-04-052 to eliolin.lte the cost-recovery compOilent. 
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ORA also believes that the Commission must reopen the record of 

D.96-04-052 to reexamine and adopt an alternative method (or r('(overy of INP costs. 

ORA does not oppose use of gross telecommunications revenues, nor object to the idea 

of deducting charges paid to other carriers. However, ORA does reject Pacific's 

sugg(>Stion that charges "received by other carriers" also be deducted from the gross 

revenues. ORA contends that Pacific would be unfairly advantaged by such a proposed 

allocator because Pacific alone would be able to deduct INP charges received (rom other 

carriers as virtually the sole INP provider. Pacific could thus red ute its gross 

te!e<:omn\uni<'alions revenues in a mannet that no other carrier could duplicate. 

C. DIscuss/on 

\Ve agree with the majority of parties that a modification in 

0.96-04-052 is necessary to confom\ to the FCC Number Portability Order. Pacific's 

proposal to deduct revenues received from other carriers in computing the applicable 

revenue base lor aU()('ating INP costs, however. faits to produce a competitively neutral 

result. Since the incumbent LECs provide the overwhelming Jllajority of INP services, 

any deduction of revenues recei\'cd would unfairly result in a disproportionate loading 

of the INP cost burden on CLCs, \\'hich would have little or no corresponding 

deduction. 

In addition, the level of revenues earned by a carrier may not 

necessarily correspond to the size or level of activity of that carrier. The lISC of revenues 

as an allocation base would therefore tend to impose a cost burden on carriers which 

likely is disproportionate to their size or level of activit)' in the local exchange market, 

and would not yield a competitively neutral sharil\g of the cost burden. 

\Ve also reject the proposal of the Coalition to simply require each 

cMrier to bear its costs for providing INP to other c.uriers. Because the vast majority of 

telephone numbers will be porled from the incumbent LEes to the CLCs, it would 

create a disproportionate burden on the incumbent LECs to require them to absorb all 

INP·rcJatcd costs, while CLCs r('(civcd INP service essentially free of charge. Such an 

outcome would also not be competitively neutral. 
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\Ve find the most acceptable method for allocating INP costs among 

carriers to be the use of active end-user-assigned telephone numbers in a given service 

area. Each carrier WOliid share in the costs of INP based on the ratio of the carrier's 

active end-user telephone numbers to the total number of active telephone numbers in 

the scrvi<:e area. We believe that this method best meets the FCC's test of competitive 

neutrality since the INP cost burden would not be borne solely by carri~is in .dation to 

the specific numbers which they ported. Instead, the costs would be spread among all 

facilities-based LECs and CLCs that utilize the network. Moreover, our adopted cost

ttXovery method prOVides a reasonable sharing of total costs which would not 

disproportionately burden any single carrier, since each carrier would pay for INP costs 

in proportion to the telephone numbers it serves. 

Another modification enust be made in the decision with respect to the 

me"surement n\ethodoJogy used to detenl1ine the cost of INP. In 0.96-04-052, we used 

DEC as the basis (or setting INP rates. At the time we issued 0.96-04-052, '\'e noted that 

INP cost studi(>s based on Total Service Long-Run In('(emental Cost (TSLRIC) had not 

yet been completed. Thus, while we ~oncll!ded that TSLRIC produces a more 

economically eHident basis for pricing in ~omparisoJ\ to DEC, we used DEC as an 

interim pricing proxy since there were no completed TSLRIC studies (or INP at the 

time. HowevN, the FCC Portability Order requires that the costs of INP to be recovNed 

are the incremental costs. Moroover, since the issuance of 0.96-04-052/ we subsequently 

issued 0.96-08-021 in the OANAD proc~ding (R93-04-003) in which we approved 

TSLRIC studies (or the INP services offered by Pacific and GTEe. For Pacific, we 

spedfically approved TSLRIC study (or Pacific's ONCF service. We also approved a 

TSLRIC for DID-based INP subject to further refinement pending the outcome of 

workshops held pursuant to D.96-()'J-052 to address more comprehensive mcansof 

providing OID-INP. \Ve also approved TSLRIC (or GlEC's SPNP service. We deferred 

ruling, however, on GTEe's proposal to use DID as a proxy (or DID-based INP. 

Therefore, We conclude that it is now appropriate that the INP rates 

adopted in 0.96-04-052 be nlodilicd to reflect TSLRIC rather than DEC as a basis for 

INl' cost recovery. The INP TSLRIC studies which ha\'e been submitted and approved 
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in the OANAD proceeding should be used as a basis to revise INP rates on an interim 

basis. The usc of TSLRIC for establishing a cost recovery standard will conform to the 

requirement (or the llSC of incremental costs in the FCC Portability Order. Nevertheless, 

we must still determine how the TSLRIC studies can be used to develop a competitively 

neutral INP (Cst recovery mechanism. 

The TSLRlC amounts filed by the LECs do not include recovery of 

shared and common costs since they have not yet been determined in the OANAD 

proceeding. \Ve re<:ognile, however, that wholesale prices should prOVide 

compensation for shared and common costs. Accordingly, (or interim purposes. we 

intend to apply percentage allowances (or shared and common costs in determining the 

costs of INP subject to recovery on an indtistrywide basis. \Ve shall solidt comments 

(rom parties concerning an appropriate interilll allowance for shared and common 

costs. We wiU proVide for a subsequent adjustment for the recovery of shared and 

common costs as part of the overall true-up of the lNP memorandum accounts for any 

differences between the interim allowances (or these costs compared with those . 

approved in OANAD. The use of an interim al10wance for shared and common costs 

will avoid any undue distortion in the interim INP rate and will minimize the amount 

of any true*up adjustment. Likewise, in the OANAD proceeding, we are also 

considering a variant measure of incremental costs, known as TELRIC. For interim 

purpoS('S, however, the adopted TSLRIC studies provide a reasonable approximation of 

incremental costs. The final true up of the INP memorandum account wi11 reflect any 

necessary adjustments to recognize the (inal costs (or INP to be adopted in OANAD. 

In order to quantify a cost recovery factor (or INP services based on all 

active telephone numbers, as determined in this decision, we must develop a 

re~,lIocation of TSLRIC to reflect the TSLRIC per telephone number. The TSLRIC 

adopted in D.96-08-021 assumed that only those carriers actually porting a number 

would pay the full cost of the INP service. Under the revised allocation of costs adopted 

herein, we intend to allocate the INP TSLRIC among all facilities*based CLCs, as well as 

Pacific and GTEC, based on total active end-user telephone numbers assigned to their 

end·usc customers. 
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\Ve must, therefore, de\'elop nwasures of (1) the total quantit}' of end 

user telephone numbers in service for a defined period of time for each facilities-based 

carrier, (2) the total quantity of ported numbers, and (3) the total pool of costs on a 

TSLRIC basis for a1l1NP activity performed based on the total quantity of ported 

numbers for the defined period 01 time which are subject to allocation. 

Since the specific quantity of active numbers continually changes~ we 

shall base the measurenlent on end user telephone numbers in service fot a prescribed 

period of time. \Ve believe that an annualized estimate of active end-user telephone 

numbers for the 12 months beginning Cktober 1, 1997 should be used, based on 

estimates provided to the Comn\ission by each carrier with active telephone numbers. 

In the case of a CLC that provides unbundled switching service, We would require the 

ClC to report those telephone numbets which reside \I.'ithin its switch as its own 

telephone numbers. Since ctc rescHers do not have any facilities of their own nor any 

assigned telephone numbers, ClCs offering only resale service should not be included 

among the CLCs providing reports of acH\'e telephone numbers. \Ve recognize that 

some ctCs oller service in part using their own (acilities and in palt by reselling the 

incumbent LEC.ls selvices. In the case of those CLCs~ they should report the number of 

active lines which are served using the CLC's own facilities, but they should exclude 

those lines which ate served through resale of the LEe's service. 

Likewise, the incumbent LECs should exclude resold lines in reporling 

the quantity of aclive tdephone numbers. In this manner, resold lines shall be excluded 

(rom our calculation of total phone numbers subject to the INP surcharge since no 

resold Jines usc ported numbers. Likewise, since wireless carriers are not obligated to 

provide INI' services, we shall exclude wireless carriers in determining the count of 

active telephone numbers. Alter aU of the active telephone numbers and ported 

numbers arc reported to us by carriers, we will aggregate the individual estimates to 

determine the tolal number of active telephone numbers over which recoverable INt> 

costs would be allocated. 

\Vc also need to deveJop an annualized estimate of a total pool of costs 

(or INI' activities subject to allocation among carriers. The TSLRlC studies approved (or 
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INP in OANAD included separ..lte factors for one-time nonrecurring charges, fixed 

monthly recurring charges, and usage-based charges. Since we intend to allocate INP 

costs among all cllstomers of an carriers irrespective of whether a particular customer 

has a porled number or not, and irrespective of the specific minutes of usage applicable 

to a ported nuntber, we must develop estimates of the total quantity of numbers to be 

ported and the total minutes of usage applicable to ported numbers. 

From the data compiled on total ported numbers and average \Isage 

per ported number, we shall derive the totallNP costs subject to recovery through an 

end-user surcharge among end-users of all fadlities·based CLCs as well as Pacific and 

GTEC. We would develop the applicable end-user-surcharge amount by dividing the 

total estimated pool of recoverable INP (osts for all ported numbers by the total 

quantity of active end-user telephone numbers. The resulting unit (ost amount as 

determined by the Commission would represent the end-user surcharge which the 

carrier could bill to its retail customers. Carriers shall have the option of billing their 

end-use customers for the INP surcharge or absorbing the cost. once final incremental 

costs and shared-and-comnlort cost elements are determined in the OANAD 

proceeding, we shall authorize a true-up of the applicable INP costs. In a subsequent 

orderl we shall address the procedures for implen'ienting the INP true-up, including the 

handling of any retrospective adjustments dating back to the inception of the INf> 

memorandum accounts as well as prospective adjustments for ongoing INP costs. In the 

subsequent order, we shall also address any necessary pro(edures to modifications to 

the LECs' filed tariffs to reflect the new cost recovery method adopted herein. 

Before ordering carriers to prOVide the required data outlined above, 

we shall first provide all parties an opportUllity for ('omment on the most efficient and 

least controversial manner in which to develop the requisite measures of active 

numbers, ported numbers, and average usage per ported number. These measures are 

needed to derive an applicabJe INP cost recovery sur~harge allowance on a per

telephone number basis. \Ve shall also solicit comments concerning how the data inputs 

to the surcharge should be updated in the foHowing year, and subsequently thereafter. 
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The recovery procedures we adopt herein shall appl}' only to INP and 

Me spedfically responsive to the requirements of the FCC Portability Order. These 

recovery procedures are not precedential with resped to the recovery of other 

categories of cost such as pernlanent LNP or other local competition implementation 

costs . 

. II. Use of Direct Inward Dialing Network FuncUol\alities fOr the Provision of 
INP 

A. Positions of Parties 

In D_96-04-052, \\'e also considered proposals (or the usc of DID 

functionality as an alternative nleans of providing INP in addition to RCF functionality. 

Both Pacific and GTEC offer DID as a retail service featute that permits incoming caUs 

to stations served h}' a PBX or by Centrex to be dialed directly without the need to go 

through an attendant. As part 01 the retail DID sen'icc, the LECs utilize separate 

dedicated trunks for touting calls. 

In Phase II of the proceeding, Mel argued that the LECs should be 

required to provide INP through the use of the "route indeXing" network functionality 

currently deployed in LEe switches to provide retail DID service. Route indexing 

software is used to direct incoming calls made to a particular DID number, and to the 

proper tnmk group, in order to send the incoming calls to the proper customer location. 

The Coalition argues that the existing route indexing software can also be used to 

proVide INP by using a similar routing and termination process for ported numbersl 

but without the need (or (and cost of) separate dedicated lrunks as called (or in the 

retail DID tarUf. 

The Coalition believes that the requirement (or separate dedicated 

tnmks is merel}' driven by the retail DID tari(( proVisions, and not by the underlying 

technoJog)'. The Coalition argues that existing intcl'coJl.ncction trunks can be used to 

provide DID-INP functionality without any additional cost (or separate dedicated 

trunks as required under Ihe retail DID tariffs. To distinguish the sped~lized uSC of DID 
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roule indexing fUllctionalily from the retail DID tariff, Mel characterizes the proposed 

DID-INP service as "flex-DID." 

In 0.96-04-052, we did not reach a final conclusion regarding the 

feasibility of implementing "flex-DID" for INP without the use of separate dedicated 

trunks. \Ve directed that a technical workshop be held to determine the feasibility and 

efficiency of using existing interconnection trunks for provisioning "flex-DID." A 

workshop was held on f..fay 15, 1996, and a list of outstanding technical issues related to 

DID-INP was developed. Comments regarding the results of the May 15 workshop 

were filed Oil June 10, 1996. By ALJ ruling dated June 11,1996, a second workshop was 

scheduled for July 1, 1996 to address remaining outstanding technical issues relating to 

the use of existing DID network functionality to provide DJD-INP service. 

At the July I, 1996, workshop, Mel made a direct presentation 

regarding how DID route indexing functions, and the means by which route indexing 

could purportedly be used to proVide INP without the need for dedicated DID trunks. 

llleoretically, Pacific agrees that DID routing ('ould be physically 

arranged in conjunction with 1000al interconnection trunks established between 

exchange carriers. Pacific claims, hO\ .... ever, that this arrangement would not be 

technically (easible because it would not be able to provide, bill, or maintain the 

proposed service. Pacific argues that, since any usc of DID routing requires manual 

translations in the switch, only a limited number of orders can be processed at a time. 

The usc of a manual resource also gener.,tes higher nonrecurring costs as compared to 

electronic processes such as those used to install ReF. Pacific further argues that it is not 

feasible to separately measure the ported calls passed over the interconnection trunks, 

making accurate billing a problem, and that the route indexing function wi11lead to 

more r.lpid NXX code exhaustion. 

GTEC agrees with Pacific that there is a c,'pability resident within LEe 

switches which theoretically could permit INP utilizing the route indexing and 

translation (unctions. As a practical matter, howe\'er, GTEC argues that there arc a 

number of limitations which make route indexing unsuitable for INP purposes. In 

addition to the problems raised by Pacific, GTEe notes additional constraints. 
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For instance, the combined route-index and translation functions 

within a central office would be used to port an original dialed number by prefixing 

that number in the LEC offiCe with a pseudo "NPA" code and sending the call back to 

the tandem. The tandem would determine from the pseudo code that the call should be 

routed to the eLC office rather than simply terminated. 

GTEC argues that the availability of pseudo codes is limited and likely 

will not be able to support the number of competitive carriers eXisting in California. 

Such an arrangement would also Jimit CLCs to one trunk group per tandem office 

which could accept calls to ported numbers. 

The Coalition argues that the Commission should immediately order 

Padfic and GTEC to make the DID JNP option and other tcchnically fcasible non-RCF 

INP options available to CLCs in order to be in confonnance with the FCC Number 

Portability Order. The FCC's Number Portability Order states that LECs must ofter INP 

"through RCF, DID and other comparable methods." The Coalition states that Pacific 

and GTEC have refused to offer INP utilizing DID route h\dexing functionalities or 

comparable methods. DID INP is appropriate for custoTners with many access Jines, 

whereas DNCF and SPNP arc not. In addition, the Coalition claims there are no 

technical problems with implementing DID INP at this time. 

Pacific opposes the Coalition's request that the Commission 

immediately order Pacific to prOVide DID INP and other technically feasible non·RCF 

INP options. Pacific claims that Section 271(c) of the Ad docs not mandate that INP be 

provided using multiple methodologies, but instead uses the word /lor" to indicate that 

RCF, DID trunks, or other methods are among the acceptable alternatives. Thus, Pacific 

argues that the law docs not require it to offer additional INP services. I'acific also 

argues that its shareholders would have to subsidize the development of additional INP 

products which would benefit only CLCs. 

B. Discussion 

At the conClusion of the July I, 1996, workshop, parties still remained 

in dispute over the practical feasibility of de\'eloping and offering the "flex-DID" 
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version of INP. Mel and other Coalition members believe it is feasible and desirable to 

require the LECs to develop an INP service utilizing route indexing and other DID 

network functionalilies without separate dedicated DID trunks. Pacific and GTEC 

continued to raise questions about the technical feasibility and costs of implementing 

INP provisioning using DID functionalilies in the manner proposed by Mel. 

Subsequent to the conclusion of the July I, 1996, the workshop, both 

Pacific and GlEC executed certain inter~onnection agreements, such as ones with MCI, 

in which they each were ordered to offer certain enhanced foims of I NP.' Pacific's 

interconnection agreement with MCI specifically proyjdes for a service called "Flex 

DID." In light of the progress which has ~n made in the technical capabilities of the 

LECs to offer alternative forms of INP, through interconnection agreements, We 

conclude that these alternative forms should be made available to an CLCs. \Ve shall 

direct Pacific and GlEe to file conlments reporting on the current availability of 

alternative forms of INP which they have been ordered to provide under 

interconnection agreements. \Ve shall also require them to file the proposed INP tariffs 

offering these alternatives to all carriers. Pollowing receipt of these filings, we shall 

consider further steps to implement tariffs (or these INP alternatives. 

III. LECs Sharing of Terminating Access Charges for Calls to Ported 
Numbers 

Positions of Parties 

Paragraph 140 of the FCC's Portability Order dire<:ls "forwarding and 

terminating carriers to assess on lXCs charges for terminating access through meet

point billing arrangements." 

The Coalition in its comments argues that the Commission must order 

Pacific and GTEC to share .lccess revenues 01\ calls made to ported numbers and must 

establish the appropriate method to share these revenues, in accorliance with the FCC 

I D.97-01-039 approved the Pacific/MCI agrc-cmcn1. D.97"()1 .. Q.J5 approved Ihe GlEe/MCI 
agreement. 
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Number Portability Order, to prevent Pacific and GTEe from realizing windfall 

revenues for access services provided by CLCs. 

In order to comply with the Number Portability Order, Pacific argues that 

it would need to modify its tari(( to state that IXC-fonvarded calls would be meet-point 

billed for terminating access charges. Pacific states that its proposal for meet-point 

billing of DNCF caUs was contained in its proposed agreements in its arbitration 

proceedings. 

Olscussron 

We agree that an appropriate methodology for the sharing of access revenues 

associated with ported numbers needs to be established to prOVide (or a lair 

distribution of the reVenues among carriers in a competitively neutral fashion. This 

issue was previously raised by the Coalition at the AprH17, 1996, preht:'aring conference 

on Phase III issu('S. MCI Communications, On behalf of the Coalition, argued that this 

issue had not bren adequately addressed by the Commission in D.96-04-052 in dealing 

with INP issues, and that it was a critical issue fot both local and intcrexchange carriers 

because of the ntillions of dollars of terminating swit<:hed access revenues at stake. 

While individual carriers have worked out sharing arrangements through arhitrated 

interconnection agreements, we acknowledge the Coalition's concern for a generiC rule 

applic<lhle to all c.uriers, and shall provide an opportunity for parties to comment on 

this issue accordingly. In order to de\'elop a methodology for the sharing of terminating 

switched access revenues associated with ported numbers, we shall direct all parties to 

file comments on their proposals for an appropriate competitively neutral sharing 

methodology in conformance with the Act and the FCC Portability Oc(ier. 

Findings of Fact 

1. In 0.96-04-052, the Commission adopfN a cost recovery procedure of INP based 

on cost-c.lUsation principles which required each CLC porting a number to compensate 

the LEe for the costs of the INP service. 

2. The FCC subsequently adopted the First Report and Order in the matter of 

telephone number portability on Juty 2, 1996, concluding that the Act mandates a 
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departure from cost-causation principles in order to adopt a competitively neutral· 

standard. 

3. Under the criteria for competitivc neutrality set by the FCC, a cost-recovery 

mechanism should not give one competitor an appreciable cost advantage in competing 

[or a subscriber and should not have a disparate efleet on competing provider's ability 

to earn normal investment retums. 

4. An INP cost-recovery allocation based on each carrier's gross revenues less 

charges paid to and received by other carriers would result in a disproportionate share 

of INP costs being allocated to CLCs. 

5. An INP cost recovery approach whereby each carrier bears its Own costs to 

provide INP for others would create a disproportionate cost burden on incumbent LECs 

that will be porting the vast majority of telephone numbers. 

6. An INP cost-re<:overyaUoeation that employs each facilities-based ('arrier's activc 

telephone numbers (excluding wireless carriers) to allocate costs would not 

disproporHonately burden any single carrier and would be consistent with the 

competitive-neutrality criterion of the FCC. 

7. TIle FCC order further requires that the cost [Or INP is to be an incremental cost, 

not a dired embedded cost, as was used in determining INP costs in 0.96-04-052. 

8.INP cost studies based on TSLRIC have been approved in the OANAO 

proceeding in D.96{l8-021. 

9. The costs associatoo with the offering of INP include shared and common costs. 

10. In order to quantify an INP cost-recovery factor based on the TSLRIC adopted in 

OANAD, it would be necessary to determine the applicable number of total acti\'c 

telephone numbers and the total amount of TSLRIC assodated with porting telephone 

nun\bers. 

11. D.96-().t-OS2 did not reach a final conclusion regarding the feasibility of 

implementing the proposed "flex-DID" alternative to provide INP using route indexing 

functionatiUes without the usc of a separate dedicated trunk, as is required under retail 

DID tariffs. 
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12. Two technical workshops \'!tete held and comments were submitted to address 

the technical and economic feasibility of developing and oUering "flex-DID." 

13. \Vhile it may be technically feasible for the LECs to provide INP using DID 

network functionalilies without the usc of a separate dedicated DID trunk~ the 

workshop left ullresolved technical and economic issues regarding the provisionin~ 

(osting, and maintenance of the proposed "flex-DID" service. 

14. Subsequent to the "flex-DID" workshop, Pacific and GTEC entered into 

interconnection agreements with MCI offering additional alternative forms of INP. 

15. Terminating switched access charges arc recovered by the incumbent LECs in 

connection with the porting of numbers (or CLCs. 

16. The Commission has rtot previously addressed the means by which terminating 

switched-access revenues should be shared among "telecommunications carriers. 

Conclusions of Law 

l. The dC<'ision should be modified to reflccl a con1petith'ely neutral n\ethod of 

allocation of INP costs among all facilities-based LEes and CLCs based on the quantity 

of active end-user telephone numbers utilizing incremental ~osts plus an allowance (or 

shared and common costs. 

2. The costs of provisioning INP should be apportioned an\ong a1l facilities·based 

LEes and CLCs within CaJifornia based upon the quantity of active end-user telephone 

numbers which each carrier serves, exclusive of end-user numbers provided on a resale 

basis, subject to recovery through an end-user surcharge. 

3. The cost basis for determining an INP end-user surcharge should be derived 

from TSLRIC studies approved in the OANAD proceeding instead of the DEC basis 

used in D.96-04-052 in order to conform to the fCC IJortabilily Order. 

4. Pricing allowances (or shared and Con\mon costs should be authorized (or Pacific 

and for GTEC in deriving INP cost recover)' subject to later true up once pricing 

allowan~es arc determined in the OANAD proceeding. 
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5. Parties should be provided an opportunity to comment regarding the ml'ans by 

which the TSLRIC INP studies previously approved in the OANAD proceeding should 

be restated used to derive an end-user surcharge per active telephone number. 

6. Pacific and GTEC should report on the progress which has been made relating to 

the adaptation of DID network functionalities to provide an alternative (orm of INP 

since the conclusion of the July 1, 1996, workshop. 

7. The LEes should provide INP to all carriers th/ough the adaptation of-DID 

network lunctionatities consistent with the enhanced forms of INP which they were 

ordered to offer in their previously executed interconnection agreements. 

8. Parties should be provided with the opportunity to comment on how terminating 

switched-access revenues associated \vith ported telephone numbers should be shared 

an\ong tel~on\l1\unications carriers in a competitively neutral manner. 

9. The r~()very procedures adopted in this order ate applicabJe only to INP costs 

and are not pre<edential with respect to other categories of cost such as pernlanent LNP 

or other local competition implementation costs. 

ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. The Petition to Modify Decision (D.) 96-04-052 fired by PacifiC Bell (Pacific) is 

granted in part, consistent with the conclusions of Jaw as set forth above. 

2. Comments are solicited from parties addressing how the required data inputs 

necessary to compute an interim number portability (INP) end-user surcharge based on 

active telephone numbers as described in COIlciusion of L'\w (CqL) I above can be 

derived in the most efficient and least controversial manner based on the existing Total 

Scrvice Long-Run Incremental Costs for INP previously adopted in the Open Ac~ess 

and Network Architecture Development proceeding (0.9&-08--021). As part of their 

comments, parties shall address what interim percentage aHowance would be 

appropriate to reflect shated and common costs, pending a subsequent true~up. 
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3. Comments arc solicUed from Pacific and GTE California regarding the current 

status of their progress in being able to offer flex-DID or other alternative (orms of INP 

other than through the use of remole call forwarding. 

4. nl(~ assigned administrative law judge shall establish a schedule (or the filing of 

comments on the various issues called for in this order. 

S. The specific modifications to 0.96-04-052 neCessary to conform with the 

directives of this decision shall be determined following tcceipt of parties coIhments 

regarding the derivation Of appropriMc iriputs to determine the amount of an end-user 

INP surcharge consistent with the method described in COL 1 above. 

This order is e((ecth'c today. 

Dated October 9, 1997, at San Francisco, California. 

P. GREGORY CONLON 
President 
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JOSIAH L. NEEPER 
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Commissioners 


